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"Anna Lee was a mythical creature, drawing the audience under a spell with virtuosity and crystal-clear clouds of sound."
-NMZ Neue Musikzeitung
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reviews
"Lee was a mythical creature, drawing the
audience under a spell with virtuosity and crystalclear clouds of sound."-NMZ Neue Musikzeitung

"...the concluding fireworks [were] tossed off with
flair and childlike enjoyment... her talents are too
wide to confine to this small wooden box." -The
Washington Post

"Lee took command of the room from the first
note... She brought a transfixing emotional
maturity beyond her years, especially to the
stormier moments." -IndyStar

"Anna Lee was completely at home... the highest
peaks, as well as the organic design of these
highly virtuosic pieces, were achieved and worked
out with great care and passion." -RNZ RheinNeckar-Zeitung

